
 
 

File No:  041615 
Date:  04/16/15 
Subject:  New Everpure QC7I DIO (Dual Inlet Dual Outlet) Manifold and 7CLM/7SI System are now available!  
 
Pentair is excited to announce the launch of its new Everpure QC7I DIO Manifold and 7CLM/7SI System. This 
unique manifold has two inlets and two outlets, which provide two main benefits: 
 

1. If a water boost is required to increase inlet water pressure, the dual inlet allows the water boost to be 
placed on only one inlet. For example, if one bank of filter cartridges is serving the fountain beverage 
system and the second bank is servicing the ice machine, the water boost can be placed on the 
fountain beverage inlet only. This helps to ensure that the water boost can keep up with demand. 
 

2. The dual inlet/outlet also allows for two different water qualities to different applications. There are 
many combinations that can be used. Some examples include: 

a. Use MC2, XC2, 7FC, 4FC, 7FC-5, 4FC-5, 4CB5, 7CB5, and 7CLM on one side for fountain 
beverage and drinking water. 

b. Use i20002, i40002, 7FC-S, 4FC-S, 7FC-5S, 4FC-5S, 4CB5-S, 7CB5-S, 4SI and 7SI on the other side 
for ice and coffee. 

c. Use ESO6 and ESO7 on one side for espresso, and BH2 or MH2 on the other for drip coffee. 
 
Another advantage is that quick-change cartridge replacement is sanitary, quick and clean – no need to use 
drop-in cartridges.  
 
This new manifold brings together two QC7I manifolds into a single configuration to provide two distinct water 
qualities for multiple applications, primary and a secondary filtration. This manifold fits into a footprint similar 
to an existing Everpure High Flow CSR Manifold, but will provide you with additional water treatment 
capabilities. 
 
The QC7I DIO Manifold is also available as a preconfigured system complete with Everpure 7CLM and 7SI 
Cartridges to create a solution that is ideal for fountain and ice applications. This system is also perfect for Coca-
Cola Freestyle systems where a separate water line is needed for each application due to a water boost system 
being present.  
 
The Everpure QC7I DIO Manifolder and 7CLM/7SI System are available now. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Collateral pieces available for download on pentairlibrary.com are: 
• QC7I DIO Manifold Spec Sheet (Product Literature Folder/Specification Sheets)  
• QC7I DIO System Spec Sheet (Product Literature Folder/Specification Sheets) 
• Launch Presentation (Presentations Folder) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part Number Description Rated Capacity  (gal) List Prices 

EV9278-91 QC7I DIO Manifold --- $990 

EV9278-40 QC7I DIO System 
(7CLM/7SI) 

7CLM: 10,800-24,000 (40,882-90,849 liters) 
7SI: 50,000 (189,270 liters) $1,710 

 
 
If you have any questions or require additional information, we encourage you to contact your Sales Manager 
or Customer Service by phone at 800.942.1153 (local 630.307.3000), or via email at cseverpure@pentair.com. 
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